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Patterns for Parallel Programming (Software Patterns Series)Addison Wesley, 2004

The Parallel Programming Guide for Every Software Developer


From grids and clusters to next-generation game consoles, parallel computing is going mainstream. Innovations such as Hyper-Threading Technology, HyperTransport Technology, and multicore microprocessors from IBM, Intel, and Sun are accelerating the...
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Automatic Fingerprint Recognition SystemsSpringer, 2003
Advances in automatic fingerprint recognition are driven by improved fingerprint sensing and advancements in areas such as computer architecture, pattern recognition, image processing, and computer vision. In addition to the new developments in science and technology, several recent social and political events have increased the level of interest...
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Control and Automation: International Conference, CA 2009, Held as Part of the Future Generation Information Technology ConferenceSpringer, 2010
As future generation information technology (FGIT) becomes specialized and fragmented, it is easy to lose sight that many topics in FGIT have common threads and, because of this, advances in one discipline may be transmitted to others. Presentation of recent results obtained in different disciplines encourages this interchange for the...
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Practical Text Mining with Perl (Wiley Series on Methods and Applications in Data Mining)John Wiley & Sons, 2008
Provides  readers  with  the  methods,  algorithms, and  means  to  perform  text  mining  tasks
This book is devoted to the fundamentals of text mining using Perl, an open-source programming tool that is freely available via the Internet (www.perl.org). It covers mining ideas from several perspectives—statistics, data mining,...
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Handbook of Remote Biometrics: for Surveillance and Security (Advances in Pattern Recognition)Springer, 2009
This comprehensive and innovative handbook covers aspects of biometrics from the perspective of recognizing individuals at a distance, in motion, and under a surveillance scenario. Features: Starts with a thorough introductory chapter; Provides topics from a range of different perspectives offered by an international collection of leading...
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Introducing ErlangO'Reilly, 2013

	
		If you’re new to Erlang, its functional style can seem difficult, but with help from this hands-on introduction, you’ll scale the learning curve and discover how enjoyable, powerful, and fun this language can be.

	
		Author Simon St. Laurent shows you how to write simple Erlang programs by teaching you one basic...
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Pro AngularApress, 2017

	
		
			Angular 4.0 updates for this book are now available. Follow the Download source code link for this book on the Apress website.

		
			Get the most from Angular 2, the leading framework for building dynamic JavaScript applications. Best-selling author Adam Freeman begins by describing the MVC...
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Pattern-Oriented Software Architecture, Volume 2, Patterns for Concurrent and Networked ObjectsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2000
Moreover, all the patterns in this book build on the same solid conceptual foundation as
those in the first POSA volume. For example, we use the same pattern categorization
schema, the same pattern description format, and present examples and known uses in
multiple programming languages, including C++, Java, and C.
Patterns for...
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Pattern-Oriented Software Architecture, Patterns for Resource Management (Wiley Software Patterns Series)John Wiley & Sons, 2004

	This is a book about patterns for resource management in software systems. The patterns provide solutions for problems that are typically encountered by software architects and developers when trying to provide an effective and efficient means of managing resources in a software system. Efficient management of resources is critical in the...
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Artificial Mind System: Kernel Memory Approach (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2005
This book is written from an engineer's perspective of the mind. "Artificial Mind System" exposes the reader to a broad spectrum of interesting areas in general brain science and mind-oriented studies. In this research monograph a picture of the holistic model of an artificial mind system and its behaviour is drawn, as concretely as...
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Windows Phone 7.5 Data CookbookPackt Publishing, 2011


	Storing and manipulating data plays an important role in making any mobile phone effective in business applications or any other data-driven application. Windows Phone 7.5 Data Cookbook covers topics such as how to bind data easily using databinding techniques, how to save data in local storage for later retrieval, how to format XML for data...
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Switch: How to Change Things When Change Is HardCrown, 2010

	Why is it so hard to make lasting changes in our companies, in our communities, and in our own lives?

	

	The primary obstacle is a conflict that’s built into our brains, say Chip and Dan Heath, authors of the critically acclaimed bestseller Made to Stick. Psychologists have discovered that our minds are ruled...
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